True Flex Gel Elbow Pads

Model #: TSE-TFLX

True Flex Elbow Pads are designed to be uniquely jointed with multiple hook and loop straps. This allows the elbow to flex naturally and keep your full natural rotation.

**Full Natural Rotation**
True Flex Elbow Pads are designed to be uniquely jointed with multiple hook and loop straps. This allows the elbow to flex naturally and keep your full natural rotation.

**Maximum Protection**
True Flex Knee Pads provide maximum protection well above and below the elbow with incredible durability.

**True Comfort**
- **Premium Gel Pad** insert provides gel comfort and protection for long wear comfort.
- **Dual Density Foam** provides soft cushy foam above and below the user's elbow for great comfort, firmer foam against the outer shell has excellent memory and does not break down.

**Multiple Hook and Loop Straps**
Allows infinite adjustability

**Full Protection Flanges**
Above and below the elbow for complete protection

**Breathable Air Vents**
Vents allow complete air flow for long wear

---

**Material Content**
Contact for details

**Color**
Grey / Black

**Packaging Dimensions & Weight**
Contact for details

**Product UPC**
Contact for details

---

TSE Safety - Innovative safety products designed for maximum quality, comfort and protection.

Phone: 760-545-8163 | Fax: 760-749-8310 | Email: info@tsestopi.com